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Abstract

The organisation of fluids in small compartments is ubiquitous in nature,
such as in the cellular composition of all life. This work explores several engi-
neering avenues where microscale fluid compartmentalization can bring novel
material properties or novel functionality in life sciences or medicine.

Here, we introduce four unique compartmentalization methods: 1) 3D
fluid self-organisation in microscaffolds (FLUID3EAMS), 2) 2D microcapil-
lary arrays on a dipstick (Digital Dipstick), 3) a sliding microfluidic platform
with cross-flow (Slip-X-Chip), and 4) compartmentalization by cutting of soft
solid matter (Solidify & Cut). These methods were used in a wide range of
applications.

Within the area of smart materials, we applied FLUID3EAMS to syn-
thesize materials with temperature-tuneable permeability and surface energy
and to establish, in a well-controlled fashion, tissue-like materials in the form
of 3D droplet interface bilayer networks. Solidify & Cut was used to form
soft composites with a new type of magnetic behaviour, rotation-induced fer-
romagnetism, that allows easy reprogramming of the magnetization of mag-
netopolymers.

Within the area of medical diagnostics, we applied Digital Dipstick to per-
form rapid digital bacterial culture in a dipstick format and obtained clinically
relevant diagnostic results on samples from patients with a urinary tract in-
fection. Furthermore, Slip-X-Chip enables particle concentration and washing
as new functions in sliding microfluidic platforms, which significantly expands
their potential application area.

Finally, within the area of cell therapy, we explored the microencapsula-
tion of high concentrations of therapeutic cells and presented a novel tech-
nique to fabricate core-shell microcapsules by exploiting the superior material
properties of spider silk membranes.

Keywords: Microfluidics, microfabrication, compartmentalization, partition-
ing, droplet microfluidics, self-assembly, 3D microarrays, soft composites, beads,
particles, core-shell particle, point-of-care, diagnostics, dipstick, digital bioassays,
lab-on-a-chip, urinary tract infection, bacteria detection, E. coli, cell encapsula-
tion, hydrogel, cell therapy, spider silk, magnetic metamaterials.
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Sammanfattning

Organisering av vätskor i små fack är allmänt förekommande i nature,
t.ex. i den cellulära sammansättningen av allt liv. Det här arbetet utforskar
ett flertal ingenjörsmässiga tillvägag̊angssätt där organisering av vätska p̊a
mikroskala kan frambringa nya egenskaper hos material eller uppn̊a ny funk-
tionalitet i life science eller medicin.

Här introduceras fyra unika sätt att dela upp vätskor: 1) 3-Dimensionell
självorganisation av vätskor i mikrostrukturer (FLUID3EAMS), 2) Mikroka-
pillära 2D-matriser p̊a en mätsticka (Digital Dipstick), 3) en glidande mik-
rofluidisk platform med tvärflöde (Slip-X-Chip), och 4) uppdelning genom
skärande av mjuk solid material (Solidify & Cut). De här metoderna användes
i flertalet applikationsomr̊aden.

Inom omr̊adet för smarta material demonstrerar detta examensarbete ma-
terial med temperaturjusterbar permeabilitet och ytenergi och vävnadsliknande
material där 3D-droppar-gränssnittsnätverk etableras p̊a ett välkontrollerat
sätt. Dessutom introducerar den mjuka kompositmaterial med en ny typ av
magnetiskt beteende - rotationsinducerad ferromagnetism - som möjliggör
enkel omprogrammering av materialets magnetiseringsprofil utan behov av
avmagnetisering.

Inom omr̊adet medicinsk diagnostic, applicerade vi Digital Dipstick för
att utföra snabb, digital odling av bakteriekulturer i ett mätstickeformat och
uppn̊adde kliniskt relevanta diagnostiska resultat fr̊an patienter med urinvägs-
infektion. En vidareutveckling av detta koncept, Slip-X-Chip, möjliggör parti-
kelkoncentration och sköljning som tillagda funktioner i glidande mikrofluidis-
ka plattformar, vilket väsentligt utökar deras potentiella användningsomr̊aden.

Slutligen, inom omr̊adet cellterapi, utforskade vi mikro-inkapsling av höga
koncentrationer av terapeutiska celler och presenterade en ny teknik att fram-
ställa core-shell mikrokapslar genom att utnyttja de överlägsna materialegen-
skaperna hos silkesmembran fr̊an spindlar.

Nyckelord: Mikrofluidik, mikrotillverkning, kompartmentalisering, partitio-
nering, droppmikrofluidik, självmontering, 3D-mikromatriser, mjuka kompositer,
pärlor, partiklar, kärna-skalpartikel, v̊ardpunkt, diagnostik, mätsticka, digitala
bioanalyser, laboration-a-chip, urinvägsinfektion, bakteriedetektering, E. coli, cel-
linkapsling, hydrogel, cellterapi, spindelsilke, magnetiska metamaterial.
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The scope and structure of this
thesis

This thesis aimed to explore new engineering approaches for microfluidic com-
partmentalization with a principle of simplicity. There are four unique methods
proposed in this thesis. All of them are easily accessible, low-cost, and exter-
nal bulky equipment-free yet functional for their applications in smart material
synthesis, medical diagnostics, and cell therapy. Three of these methods are de-
veloped for solving specific problems, and one of them is based on a discovery of
a phenomenon.

Specific objectives of this thesis are to develop:

1. a clinically relevant point-of-care diagnostic test for urinary tract infections
(Paper III, IV).

2. a sample preparation device for cell, bacteria, or bead-based assays (Paper
V).

3. a material with easily reprogrammable magnetic properties without degauss-
ing (Paper VI).

4. a method to encapsulate a high density of cells for the use of cell therapy
(Paper I and VII).

Additionally, the discovery during these studies enabled a rapid and scalable
way to build three-dimensional periodic structures with three constituents in
which two of them can be either solid, liquid or gas while the third one is solid
(Paper I). This method is used to 1) build structures with temperature tunable
permeability and surface energy (Paper II), 2) construct tissue-mimicking droplet
interface bilayer networks, and 3) synthesize high-density cell-laden capsules.

xi



xii THE SCOPE AND STRUCTURE OF THIS THESIS

Thesis structure

Chapter 1 is about the compartmentalization in nature and science.

Chapter 2 gives an overview of existing methods of microfluidic compartmen-
talization.

Chapter 3 introduces four new methods of microfluidic compartmentalization:
FLUID3EAMS, Digital Dipstick, Slip-X-Chip, and Solidify & Cut.

Chapter 4 begins with a brief introduction to smart materials and soft com-
posites, followed by their commonly used fabrication methods. Then, it presents
the soft matter composites enabled by FLUID3EAMS and rotation-induced mag-
netic metamaterials as examples from this thesis.

Chapter 5 begins with a brief introduction to digital bioassays and their state-
of-the-art applications for the point-of-care (PoC). Then, it presents the PoC
diagnostics device for urinary tract infections (Digital Dipstick) and a multi-step
sample preparation device for cell or bead-based assays (Slip-X-Chip). Finally, it
compares these two platforms with existing compartmentalization platforms.

Chapter 6 begins with a brief introduction to cell encapsulation methods. Then,
it presents the high-density cell encapsulation with FLUID3EAMS, and cell-laden
hydrogel filaments wrapped in spider silk membranes. Finally, it compares these
two methods with existing cell encapsulation methods.

Chapter 7 summarizes the key outcomes of this thesis.



Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter is about compartmentalization in nature and science.

”Life seems to be orderly and lawful behaviour of matter, not based exclusively
on its tendency to go over from order to disorder, but based partly on existing
order that is kept up.” -Erwin Schrödinger, What is life?

Life emerges from the spatial organization of matter in a certain order from ran-
domness. This self-assembly process towards order is essential for life. However,
it requires external energy input; otherwise, entropy increases and the system
tends to return back to randomness (the second law of thermodynamics). In my
opinion, nature minimizes this energy requirement to keep the order by compart-
mentalization.

Herbert A. Simon explains in his famous ”Parable of the Two Watchmakers”
that compartmentalization (sub-assemblies of watch pieces in his example) is
required to build complex structures [1]. Similarly, in nature, evolution uses
compartmentalization as a tool to construct complex life. The smallest form of
compartmentalized living matter is called cell, which is made out of even smaller
non-living compartments. This extraordinary compartmentalization process of
nature has always been mimicked by humans in any part of life to bring more
order to it.

Compartmentalization allows miniaturization of functional matter as well as
the construction of new functionalities made out of miniaturized compartments.
It has been of particular interest by researchers not only for mimicking nature to
replicate life but also for miniaturizing functional matter to understand, analyze,
and then create greater functionalities by using them as building blocks. This
strategy has been applied to the field of microfluidics since the beginning of the
field, and it has been used for many applications ranging from chemistry and
biology to material science and medicine.

According to George M. Whitesides, microfluidics is both science and tech-

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

nology that allows the handling or processing of small amounts of fluids in mi-
crochannels [2] . Later on, compartmentalization of fluids in small quantities
in droplets and multiphase systems brought many applications outside of mi-
crofluidic channels as well. Digital analytical methods, particle synthesis, drug
screening and development, single-cell biology are some widely acclaimed appli-
cations of microfluidics. In all of these applications, compartmentalization plays
an important role, and that’s the reason why microfluidic compartmentalization
has been an emerging research area for the past three decades.

This thesis proposes new engineering approaches for microfluidic compart-
mentalization and explores their applications in smart material synthesis, med-
ical diagnostics, and cell microencapsulation. It seems to be a piece of work
against entropy, in which researchers are trying to put fluids in order within tiny
compartments.



Chapter 2

Microfluidic compartmentalization
- an overview

This chapter begins with a brief description of what is microfluidics and microflu-
idic compartmentalization. Then, it presents state-of-the-art platforms and tech-
niques for microfluidic compartmentalization.

2.1 Background

A desire to handle small amounts of fluids (usually less than a milliliter) has
emerged the interdisciplinary field of science and technology called ”microflu-
idics” [2]. Microfluidics offers great capabilities including but not limited to
superior precision in controlling fluids, rapid processing and analysis, and minia-
turization. These capabilities has been exploited by the fields of life sciences,
chemistry, material sciences and medicine and applied to enormous numbers of
applications. Microfluidics has grown tremendously, and merged with various
fields which gave birth to new areas of research such as micro total analysis sys-
tems (µTAS) (a.k.a. Lab-on-a-chip) [3]. Moreover, advancements in the field of
microfluidics has brought new visions and perspectives into fields of microfabri-
cation and material science. Thus, it is very challenging to draw the borders of
the field.

Compartmentalization of fluids into smaller pieces is a particular interest in
microfluidics as well as the particular interest of this thesis. It has a wide range
of applications, including medical diagnostics, material synthesis, drug screen-
ing/discovery, drug delivery, and more. Before introducing what this thesis offers
for microfluidic compartmentalization, state-of-the-art fluid compartmentaliza-
tion methods are summarized in this chapter.

3
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2.2 State-of-the-art

This section provides an overview on different methods and technologies for mi-
crofluidic compartmentalization. Applications of these methods and technologies
in smart materials, medical diagnostics and cell therapy will be discussed later in
related chapters.

Pipettes, tubes and well-plates

Still today, most commonly used tools for compartmentalization of liquids in small
volumes are pipettes, tubes and well-plates in different formats. These easily ac-
cessible handheld tools are available in any research lab since they neither are
complex or expensive, nor need an extensive training to operate. However there
are two important limitations of these simple tools: 1) The minimum handling
volume possible is around 100 nl with low accuracy and precision (especially for
volumes less than 0.5µl), 2) manual handling is a bottleneck when it comes to
high-throughput processes. Although there are robotic fluid handling systems
used in industry for screening and mass production/synthesis purposes offering
automation [4], accuracy and precision with smaller volumes down to 4nl [5], re-
searchers invented scalable and cost-effective approaches by using ”microfluidics”
that these systems cannot compete.

Bulk emulsification

Bulk emulsification is another simple yet extremely rapid way to compartmental-
ize liquids in another immiscible liquid such as water-in-oil. Bulk emulsions can
be obtained by mixing two immiscible liquids by vigorous shaking/stirring [6–8],
shear rupturing [9,10], membrane emulsification [11–14], microchannel plate emul-
sification [15–17], ultrasonification [18, 19] as well as spontaneous emulsifica-
tion [20–22] (the ouzo effect). Bulk emulsification is used to generate cell-like
particles [23] and to analyze nucleic acids [24] or single bacterial cells [25] in indi-
vidual compartments. However due to its 3D bulk, readout for these analyses are
obtained by flowing these emulsions in capillary tubes or channels. Flow cytome-
try is one of the most common ways to analyze the optical readout of the chemical
or biological reactions of bulk emulsions [26] as illustrated in Figure 2.1 [8].

Later on, these methods are further developed and replaced by integrating
emulsification process in microfluidic channels to have a controlled size and in-
dividually accessible compartments for extended operations and precise readout,
also known as droplet microfludics.
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Figure 2.1: Bulk double emulsification of aqueous droplets-in-oil-in-aqueous contin-
uous phase and their analysis in commercial flow cytometry instruments. Reprinted
with the permission from [8], The Royal Society of Chemistry under the Creative
Commons Attribution License.

Droplet microfluidics in microchannels

When precision, repeatability and dimensional benefits of microfluidics are ap-
plied to compartmentalize samples in volumes less than a microliter, droplet mi-
crofluidics emerged [27,28]. Ability to rapid and independent control of droplets
provided parallel processing, digital readouts, high throughput and scalability.
These features made droplet microfluidics as one of the most successful branches
of microfluidics, applied to various range of applications including chemical [29]
or biological [30] microreactions, single cell analysis [31], drug delivery [32], mi-
crobiology [33], particle synthesis [34].

There are several microfluidic droplet generation platforms using passive or
active methods [35]. Passive platforms use only continuous flow manipulations
to force droplets breakup in microchannels by either squeezing [36], dripping [37]
or jetting [37]. On the other hand, active platforms use external actuation to
generate droplets such as centrifugal [38,39], pneumatical [40,41], piezoelectrical
[42] or magnetical [43]. Both of these methods are using three main microfluidic
channel geometries: co-flow geometries in coaxial-like channels in planar or 3D
[44–46] , cross-flow using t-junctions [36,47] or similar junction geometries [48–50],
and flow focusing geometries [51–53] (Fig. 2.2). All of these geometries are
promoting hydrodynamic instabilities to form droplets from a continuous phase
with the help of shear and/or interfacial tension forces between two or more
immiscible fluids [27].
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Figure 2.2: Common droplet formation geometries and methods in microfluidic
channels. Reprinted with the permission from [35], The Royal Society of Chemistry.

Digital microfluidics

Use of electrostatic interactions to manipulate liquids is a particular interest for
microfluidic compartmentalization. Electrowetting is a phenomenon for control-
ling wetting properties of a conducting liquid on a solid surface by applying an
electrical field between the liquid and solid, named in early 80s [54]. Later on,
it has been used to built actuators for facile manipulation of individual droplets
called electrowetting-on-dielectric (EWOD) [55]. Dielectrophoresis (DEP) is an-
other phenomenon where force occurs on a dielectric particle (liquid for this case)
under the non-uniform electrical field [56]. Although DEP and electrowetting
can often be observed simultaneously, fundamental mechanisms behind these
phenomena are different and can occur independently [57]. There are several
studies using DEP as a main mechanism behind droplet generation [58, 59]. Yet
another phenomenon, very similar to electrowetting, but still different, is called
dielectrowetting. Dielectrowetting is derived from same principles of DEP [60].
However, unlike electrowetting, it doesn’t occur due to movement of free charges
in the liquid but due to polarisation of dipole molecules [61]. So in principle, this
phenomenon can occur for non-conducting liquids as well as for conducting ones.

Use of these phenomena in different configurations started a new branch of
microfluidics called ”digital microfluidics” [62–64]. Digital microfluidics is com-
monly used to dispense, move, merge, split and mix droplets on planar electrode
arrays covered with dielectric layer (Fig.2.3.a) allowing lab-on-a-chip [65], cell [66]
and chemistry [67] applications to be performed by these devices. These opera-
tions can be performed between two parallel plates (closed) as well as one plate
(open) configurations (Fig. 2.3.b).
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Figure 2.3: Digital Microfluidics. a) Demostration of mixing, splitting, merging
and dispensing operations. b) Model of two plate and one plate digital microfluidic
devices. Reprinted with the permission from [64], Annual Reviews.

Surface-energy based compartmentalization

Droplet microfluidics in microchannels and digital microfluidics platforms seem
promising for wide range of use. However, their operation still requires external
bulky equipment. Researches have been developing new tools by using surface
wettability and surface interactions of liquids which allow compartmentalization
with simple operation procedure without need of any equipment. This type of
compartmentalization is implemented in various forms such as generating droplet
arrays by dragging sample liquid on hydrophobic-hydrophilic patterned planar
surfaces [68–70] (Fig. 2.4) or pipetting immiscible liquids sequentially in open
[71] or closed [72, 73] microfluidic channels. Such simplification approaches in
fluid compartmentalization has a great potential to take ”lab-on-a-chip” devices
outside the laboratories.
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Figure 2.4: Illustration (a) and demonstration (b) of surface-energy based com-
partmentalization. Reprinted with the permission from [68], The Royal Society of
Chemistry.

Linear-motion induced compartmentalization

Another equipment-free form of fluid compartmentalization is the linear-motion
induced compartmentalization which was introduced for the first time by Ismag-
ilov’s group as ”SlipChip” [74]. In SlipChip, a linear mechanical motion of two
parallel plates in close contact allow high throughput sample compartmentaliza-
tion (Fig. 2.5). This linear motion can also be transformed into a rotational
motion with disc shaped plates. [75]. Several applications of this device has been
shown including digital nucleic acid quantification (digital PCR [76] and digital
LAMP [77]), bacteria culturing [78] and antibiotic susceptibility testing [77,79].

The methodology of linear-motion induced compartmentalization can addi-
tionally provide simple microfluidic operations such as dilution, mixing, reagent
addition, and aliquoting. The capability of performing these operations in high-
throughput fashion with simple mechanical motion makes these platforms very
attractive, especially for point-of-care applications such as medical diagnostics.
However, extensive off-chip sample preparation requirements of its applications
still limits the use of these devices in laboratories or research environments.
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Figure 2.5: Slipchip operation. Reprinted with the permission from [74], The Royal
Society of Chemistry.





Chapter 3

New tools for microfluidic
compartmentalization

This chapter introduces four novel microfluidic compartmentalization tools or
techniques used in the papers founding this thesis.

Microfluidic sample compartmentalization tools to manipulate, analyze or
synthesize samples in a simple and facile way are summarized in the previous
chapter. Some of these tools or methods have already been implemented into
our lives. However, there are still certain barriers to overcome, in order to make
them widely available for various areas of applications. These limitations will be
explicitly described in Chapter 5 and 6 for their relevant application areas.

This chapter summarizes four novel approaches of microfluidic sample com-
partmentalization by exploiting the third dimension, which is not yet thoroughly
used within the field of microfluidics. For FLUID3EAMS, compartmentalization
occurs in a 3D periodic fashion. For Digital Dipstick, Slip-X-Chip and Solidify &
cut, devices or compartments are planar in structure, but the compartmentaliza-
tion involves a motion (flow or cutting) in the out-of-plane direction.

3.1 FLUID3EAMS: Scaffold assisted 3D fluid self
organisation

The formation of emulsions can occur rapidly under controllable fluid shear con-
ditions and with controllable droplet size by pressure driven flow through mi-
crofluidic structures such as microchannel plates [15] or porous membranes [13]
as mentioned in the previous chapter. In Paper I, ‘fluid–fluid interfacial en-
ergy driven 3D structure emergence in a micropillar scaffold’ (FLUID3EAMS) is
demonstrated as a novel microfluidic compartmentalization method [80]. First,
micropillar scaffolds are fabricated with a tetragonal lattice, using the multidi-

11
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rectional photolitography of off-stochiometric thiol-ene (OSTE), previously re-
ported [81]. Thereafter, the scaffolds are sequentially filled with two immiscible
fluids in a direction along the lattice symmetry axis. The filling procedure sponta-
neously forms arrays of primary fluid microparticles in octahedrally-shaped fluid
traps formed by eight micropillar sections, and a continuous secondary fluid. This
process is unique in enabling the rapid and scalable fabrication of triple-phase
structures with 3D periodicity on the microscale. And the resulting structures
that could not be fabricated with traditional methods provide unique functional-
ities. FLUID3EAMS compartmentalization is illustrated in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: FLUID3EAMS: The spontaneous formation of structures with 3D mi-
croscale periodicity in three phases: A continuous microscaffold solid (grey), dis-
persed fluid particles of primary fluid (blue), and a continuous secondary fluid that
fills the remaining void (orange or colorless). (a) Schematic perspective, (b) top
and, (c) side views of a scaffold. (d) Priming of the scaffold with primary liq-
uid (blue). (e) Addition of secondary liquid (orange) immiscible with the primary
liquid. (f) Self-digitization and self-assembly of dispersed primary fluid particles
during filling with secondary fluid. (g) A resulting 3D array of dispersed particles in
a scaffold. (h) One scaffold lattice unit cell (red dotted square cuboid), containing
an octahedral pillar trap that contains a single particle. (i) Perspective, (j) top and
(k) side view photographs of a 3D array of dispersed blue-dyed water-glycerol mix-
ture droplets in a continuous mineral oil phase inside a scaffold with lateral array
periodicity of 1 mm. Scale bars are 1 mm. Adapted from Paper I [80], Copyright
(2021) Springer Nature.
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There are two main requirements that need to be fulfilled in order to compart-
mentalize samples in 3D scaffolds. First, a specific part of the void inside a lattice
unit cell of the microscaffold must be surrounded by a set of flow constrictions
that constitute pressure barriers for the passage of a fluid interface; second, the
pressure barriers must be higher than the pressure needed for the fluid interface
to engulf that specific part.

Depending on whether the immiscible fluids are gas or liquid, droplets-in-air,
droplets-in-liquid (i.e., emulsions), or bubbles-in-liquid arrays are formed inside
the scaffold. Using liquid gel or thermoset precursors as fluids, followed by cross-
linking, allows forming all combinations of gas, liquid or solid state of matter
as the dispersed and the continuous phase (Fig. 3.2). Additionally, the size
of the compartmentalized fluid particles is controlled by the lattice periodicity
(ranges from 20 to 1000 µm are demonstrated). And the shape of the particles
(diamond-like or spherical) is controlled by the surface energies of the fluid-fluid-
pillar system. All experimental details can be found in Paper I.

There are six unique properties of FLUID3EAMS:

1. From a phenomenological perspective, it is the first report of spontaneous self-
digitization of fluids in a 3D-periodic lattice. Previous fluid self-digitization,
in capillary traps, was limited to planar surfaces.

2. From a material synthesis perspective, it is the first rapid (at a time scale
of seconds to minutes) and parallel synthesis of 3D microstructures with a
periodicity of three distinct constituent geometries: The scaffold itself, the
dispersed particles, and the continuum in-between. These properties are im-
portant for the dissemination of this technology for practical use.

3. From a fluid geometric perspective, the emergent arrays of droplets/bubbles
in the scaffolds feature the first 3D structures with stable and stationary large-
area fluid interfaces (> 3m2/cm3). Such interfaces enable new applications in
chemical synthesis or in the life sciences.

4. From a structural perspective, the resulting triple-phase structures are the
first reported liquid-liquid-solid, liquid-gas-solid and gas-liquid-solid struc-
tures with 3D microscale periodicity in all three constituents.

5. From an emulsion stability perspective, the dispersed droplets are spatially
separated and stable without surfactants. This addresses previous limitations
in surfactant compatibility for biological applications, in droplet coalescence,
and in molecular crosstalk.

6. From a droplet formation perspective, fluid digitization occurs under low
shear, which is of importance when handling sensitive biological fluids. The
droplet formation is monodisperse (size variation < 10% standard deviation)
and can occur spontaneously. In contrast, previous spontaneous emulsifi-
cation, i.e., the ouzo effect, is diffusion-limited, therefore slow in reaching
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an equilibrium state, and results in polydisperse droplets [20, 21]. Previous
monodisperse emulsification requires high-shear microfluidic techniques [9].

The structures obtained from FLUID3EAMS have a large potential applica-
tion area within fields of material science, chemistry, life sciences, and medicine.
Different applications of FLUID3EAMS demonstrated in Paper I are described
in relevant chapters of this thesis (In Chapter 4: Unique soft matter composites;
in Chapter 6: High density cell microencapsulation).

Figure 3.2: Triple-phase ordered composites of gas, liquid, and solid microparticles
in a gas, liquid, or solid continuous matrix inside a micropillar scaffold. Scale bars
are 1 mm. Reprinted with the permission from Paper I [80], Copyright (2021)
Springer Nature.
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3.2 Digital Dipstick: Micro capillary array on a stick

Surface energy based compartmentalization is a simple yet strong method to
achieve compartmentalization in a rapid fashion, without need of external equip-
ment for the operation. In Paper III-IV, a unique tool for surface energy based
sample compartmentalization is presented [82]. A superhydrophilic microcapil-
lary array made out of hydrogel is integrated in a simple dipstick format, i.e.
”Digital Dipstick”. Digital dipsticks are made out of 1 mm thick polymethyl
methacrylate (PMMA) by CO2 laser cutting and drilling of ”hour-glass” shaped
holes which is neccessary to hold gel pieces in place during the operation. Then,
plastic piece is placed in aluminium mold with 200 µm pins which go through
every single hole of the dipstick. The holes are filled with agarose gel mixture at
elevated temperature followed by cooling the aluminium block for the gelation.
After the gelation, dipstick is demolded and excess agarose gel on the dipstick
surface is removed by surface scraping (explained in Solidify & Cut later in this
chapter). Fabrication of a digital dipstick is illustrated in Figure 3.3.a. Details
of the fabrication process can be found in Paper III.

Digital dipstick allows users to compartmentalize samples in predefined vol-
umes instantaneously with a simple dipping action. Its single step operation does
not require any training, a specific pipetting or handling skills. Digital Dipstick
compartmentalization is illustrated in Figure 3.3.b.

Digital dipstick was demonstrated as a point-of-care diagnostic platform for
urinary tract infections in Paper III-IV, which is further described in Chapter5.
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of Digital Dipstick fabrication (a) and sample compartmen-
talization(b). Adapted from Paper III [82], The Royal Society of Chemistry under
the Creative Commons Attribution License.

.

3.3 Slip-X-Chip: A sliding platform for scalable
manipulation of compartmentalized liquids

A linear-motion induced microfluidic compartmentalization platform, Slip-X-Chip
inspired by Slipchip [74], presented in PAPER V, offers a liquid transport by in-
plane “sliding flow” and out-of-plane capillary “cross-flow” triggered by a single
sliding motion [83]. The device consists of three layers: 1) A top plate with
reservoirs for sample or reagent loading, 2) a middle layer with compartments
(through holes with integrated micro or nanoporous filters at the bottom), and
3) a bottom plate fixed to the top plate with embedded porous matrix which
triggers the capillary cross-flow through compartments. The integrated filters in
the middle layer entraps target particles such as bacteria, cells or microbeads in-
side compartments during cross-flow allowing unique liquid operations which has
not been shown in Slipchip platforms. The Slip-X-Chip operation is illustrated
in Figure 3.4.
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The Slip-X-Chip, similar to the Slipchip, is allowing sample compartmentalization
and merging/mixing with ”sliding flow”, yet bringing three additional properties
to the platform by its unique ”cross-flow”:

1. Reagent addition with a single slip without sample dilution

2. Liquid exchange or washing

3. Sample concentration via metered cross-flow

Figure 3.4: Slip-X-Chip operation: a) Sample loading and concentration (cross-
flow), b) reservoir switching (sliding-flow), c) liquid exchange / washing (cross-
flow), d) sample compartmentalization (sliding-flow). Adapted from Paper V [83],
Copyright (2022) IEEE.
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3.4 Solidify & Cut

To break up liquids into smaller compartments, energy barrier constrained by
surface tension between liquid-gas, or interfacial tension between liquid-liquid,
or surface wettability between liquid-solid phases, needs to be overcome. This
is usually achieved by shear forces. However, this process can be challenging if
1) the sample liquid is sensitive to shear or pressure, 2) surfactants are not used
(to decrease interfacial tension), or 3) the liquid has very high surface wettability.
For instance, handling liquids containing living cells can be sensitive to high shear
and surfactants, or liquids like oil are sometimes difficult to be removed from solid
surfaces due to their extreme wettability. ”Solidify & Cut” is a straightforward
approach which can be used to avoid such problems, if the material of inter-
est and the application allows (or requires) gelification or solidification. Instead
of compartmentalization of the material when it is in its liquid form, this ap-
proach suggests first solidification or gelification, then compartmentalization by
mechanical cutting. This process can be implemented to gels or soft solids such
as wax, fatty acids, resins, or soft polymers. There are two specific Solidify &
Cut approach is used in this thesis, slicing and surface scraping (Fig. 3.5).

Slicing process is used to compartmentalize microfiber hydrogel filaments in
small pieces. Simple knife or scalpel can be used to perform slicing. However,
in order to slice the filament in equal size and increase the throughput of the
slicing process, a microslicer, inspired by an ”egg slicer”, was developed (Fig.
3.6). Microslicer is a simple mechanical cutting tool composed of thin threads
(100 µm nylon fishing line in this case) are strained at equal distance (500 µm in
this case) to perform the cutting process parallelly. Slicing process is developed
specifically for the cell encapsulation in small hydrogel particles and used in Paper
VI.

Surface scraping is another simple example of Solidify & Cut approach. The
compartmentalization of liquids in microwell arrays by scraping the surface with
another plate has been demonstrated previously [84]. In this work, similar ap-
proach is used to assist compartmentalization of gels or soft solids in microwell
arrays or molds by scraping the surface of the array in order to remove excess
”solid” parts which form a bridge between compartments to disturb partition-
ing. Process can be performed by using knife, scalpel or similar device. Surface
scraping process is used to compartmentalize paraffin wax or similar phase change
materials in micro-well array (Paper VI) and agarose hydrogels in through holes
of ”Digital Dipstick” (Paper III-IV).
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Figure 3.5: Solidify & Cut concepts: a) Slicing a gel or soft polymer filament with
a microslicer or scalpel. b) Compartmentalizing in microwells by surface scrapping
excess soft polymers after molding. Adapted from paper VI.

Figure 3.6: a) Photograph of a microslicer. b) The microslicer cuts alginate gel
filament (blue) in equal pieces (500 µm)

.





Chapter 4

Smart composite materials

This chapter briefly introduces smart materials and their fabrication before pre-
senting three smart composites developed within this thesis: Soft composites with
temperature tuneable porosity and surface energy, 3D droplet interface bilayer net-
works, and rotation-induced ferromagnetic materials.

4.1 Background

Smart materials, a.k.a intelligent materials, are materials designed to change their
behaviour or properties in a controlled way to respond to specific stimulation.
Although defined through their function, smart materials can be categorised based
on their structure, applications, or fabrication. In this section, we briefly describe
these categorizations .

Structure-wise, smart materials can be divided into three categories, single
phase materials, composite materials and smart structures [85]. Single-phase
materials are made out of single constituent which is “smart” as it is such as
piezoelectric ceramics and shape memory alloys [85]. Composite smart materials
made out of two or more constituents, which demonstrates functionality when
composed in a specific form [86]. The third type is smart structures which in-
tegrate different functional materials, sensors, or actuators to bring advanced
functionalities. Most of the smart materials falls under category of composites
including all three materials introduced in this thesis.

Most complex biological materials, such as living cells or tissue, are compos-
ites. Nature compartmentalizes different functionalities and features and com-
bines these compartments for building smart matter, such as organelles forming
living cells, living cells building tissue, and tissues eventually composing human
being. Researchers mimic nature to make primitive versions of these composite
materials to construct advanced functionalities such as catalytic nanoreactors [87].

21
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Smart composite materials form a basis for a wide range of applications, includ-
ing sensors, actuators, metamaterials (optical, magnetical, mechanical, etc.), and
tissue/organ mimicking structures. Outcomes of the compartmentalization meth-
ods presented in this thesis were used to build three new smart soft composite
materials with unique functions or applications: 1) Temperature tuneable perme-
ability and surface energy (Paper I-II), 2) tissue-mimicking with a well-controlled
droplet network (Paper I), and 3) easily reprogrammable magnetism (Paper VII).

4.2 Fabrication methods of soft composites

Self-assembly and additive / subtractive manufacturing are two of the most com-
monly used fabrication methods for smart composites, shortly described below.

Self-assembly

Self-assembly is an act of organization without an external intervention to the
system. It frequently occurs in nature at all scales, from molecular to plan-
etary [88]. As inspired by nature, researchers use self-assembly as one of the
most common strategies for building smart materials and functionalities. Self-
assembly applications range from molecular self-assembly to micro-to-macro scale
self-assembly [89] and synthesizing nanostructures [90,91] and monolayers [92,93]
to ordering liquid crystals for display technologies [94] as well as assembling
microstructures on substrates [95]. Self-assembly is a very powerful tool that
emerges unique structures and materials that would not be possible to manufac-
ture in any other way.

Fluid self organisation in 3D micropillar scaffolds (FLUID3EAMS), self align-
ment of α-hemolysin proteins in lipid bilayers to create pores between agarose
beads, and rotation of spatially distributed magnets to minimize their magnetic
energy and form artificial spin ice state are three examples of self-assembly used
in this thesis.

Additive and subtractive manufacturing

Another potent tool used for smart material fabrication is additive and sub-
tractive manufacturing. 3D printing [96, 97], multilayer assembly [98], multi-
directional photolithography [81, 99], micromachining [100], and laser pattern-
ing [101, 102] are examples of different additive and subtractive manufacturing
techniques commonly used in smart material or structure synthesis. Methods
such as 3D printing, micromachining, and laser patterning have a trade-off be-
tween their volumetric manufacturing rate and spatial resolution. Multilayer
assembly methods can offer unique structures with multiple constituents, but
their throughput is limited, especially in high spatial resolution. On the other
hand, multidirectional photolithography can provide high resolution combined
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with relatively higher throughput, yet materials manufactured by this technique
are limited to two structural elements.

Standard and multidirectional photolitography techniques are used to fabri-
cate smart materials demonstrated in this chapter.

4.3 Soft matter composites enabled by FLUID3EAMS

FLUID3EAMS is a method for fabricating soft matter composites that com-
bines additive manufacturing and self-assembly. In FLUID3EAMS, 3D lattices
generated by multi-directional photolithography are used to self-organize fluids,
resulting in unique 3D periodical soft matter composites with three different con-
stituents. We demonstrated soft composites with temperature tuneable poros-
ity and 3D droplet bilayer networks both of which were uniquely enabled by
FLUID3EAMS.

Soft composites with temperature tuneable porosity and surface
energy

In Papers I and II, we presented filter membranes with temperature tuneable
size cut-off and surface energy [80, 103]. These membranes are a soft composites
made out of Poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAm) gels in OSTE scaffolds by
using FLUID3EAMS process. PNIPAm is a temperature-responsive polymer that
becomes swollen and hydrophilic in the cold state while shrunken and hydrophobic
in the hot state [104]. We demonstrated the change of filter cut-off size from 165
± 23 µm to 695 ± 31 µm, porous fraction from 7.8 % to 45.4 % (n=36), particle
retention from 73.1 ± 0.6 % to 0 % (n=3) (particle diameter is 400 ± 80 µm), and
surface energy from hydrophilic to hydrophobic with the change of temperature
from 20 °C to 50 °C (Fig. 4.1).

Figure 4.1: Soft composites with temperature tuneable porosity and surface energy.
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3D droplet bilayer networks

In paper I, we presented another application of the FLUID3EAMS process, which
is the formation of 3D droplet interface bilayer (DIB) networks between agarose
particles with individually controlled composition (Fig. 4.2). Agarose parti-
cles containing α-hemolysin (αHL) proteins surrounded by lipid bilayers form a
tissue-like structure upon their contact with each other. αHL spontaneously forms
nanopores through lipid bilayers, previously used for nucleic acid sequencing [105].
These nanopores allow ionic communication between individual particles [106].
We confirmed well-controlled 3D DIB network formation by measuring the in-
crease in conductance over time. Experimental details can be found in Paper
I.

Figure 4.2: 3D tissue-mimicking materials: i) Illustration of droplet interface bilayer
network formations between agarose particles, ii) conductance measurement as a
proof for established network, and iii) 3-layer pyramid-shaped droplet stacking.
Adapted from Paper I [80], Copyright (2021) Springer Nature.
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4.4 Rotation-induced paramagnetic materials

In paper VII, we presented the rotation-induced paramagnetic materials. These
materials can be defined as ferromagnetic metamaterials, consisting of a 2D array
of magnetic dipole particles in compartments that are free to move in the hot state
and fixed in the cold state. For these materials, transition temperature between
states can be considered as a Curie temperature, defined by the melting point of
the material surrounding each magnet within their compartments.

We studied the concept of rotation-induced ferromagnetism through both sim-
ulations and experimentally.

We fabricated soft composites formed by 2D spatially distributed compart-
ments. each contains a piece of permanent dipole magnet and phase change ma-
terial with low melting temperature. First, we pick & place permanent magnets
in compartments of the scaffold. Afterwards, we filled the compartments with
liquid paraffin wax (or another similar phase change material) and then frozen
wax at room temperature. Finally, we completed the compartmentalization by
surface scrapping (previously presented in Chapter 3 - Solidify & Cut) and sealing
the compartments with an additional substrate layer.

Magnetisation of rotation-induced paramagnetic materials can be easily re-
programmed (Fig. 4.3). In presence of external magnetic field, magnets align to
the this field in the hot state. Then, cooling the material below the melting point
of the phase change material fixes magnets (ferromagnetic state). In absence of
external magnetic field, magnets minimize their magnetic energy state by inter-
acting each other (rotating and moving) in the hot state, forming an artificial
spin ice. Then, fixing magnets by cooling material forms spin glass. Average
magnetic field strength was experimentally demonstrated 0.39 ± 0.05 mT (n=3)
for the ferromagnetic state and 0.20 ± 0.02 mT (n=3) for the spin glass. We also
studied rotation induced paramagnetism through COMSOL simulations (Paper
VII).
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Chapter 5

Digital bioassays for the
point-of-care diagnostics

This chapter introduces digital bioassays and their applications for point-of-care
diagnostics. Then, it presents Digital Dipstick and Slip-X-Chip platforms as po-
tential point-of-care diagnostics tools.

5.1 Digital bioassays

Digital bioassay is a powerful analytical method to analyze or measure concen-
tration of biological substances. It provides a ”digitized” readout by splitting a
liquid sample into large number of compartments, most of which contain either
one or zero analyte particles. ”Digital” quantification in bioassays can be modeled
with a Poisson distribution which allows designing digital bioassays predictably
and reliably [107]. By defining the number and the volume of the compartments,
the limit of detection (LoD), quantification range and resolution of the bioassay
can easily be tuned according to the needs of its application.

This statistical method has several advantages over conventional single pot
bioassays, including a superior LoD, easy ”digital” readout, and absolute quantifi-
cation. The digital bioassay concept is commonly used for the detection of nucleic
acids, antibodies or proteins. Digital polymerase chain reaction (PCR) [108,109]
and digital enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) [110–112] are the two
most established digital bioassays, although this concept has been applied to other
nucleic acid based methods (such as recombinase polymerase amplification (RPA)
[39, 113], loop mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP) [72, 114], rolling circle
amplification(RCA) [115, 116]) or bacterial colony forming unit (CFU) [117, 118]
assays.

27
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5.2 Point-of-care testing

Interest in point-of-care testing (POCT) has grown rapidly together with ad-
vances in microfluidics. This growth has been galvanized over the last two years
since the Covid-19 pandemic showed the significance of POCT to the world [119].
Lateral flow tests are the most common POCT platforms in today’s healthcare
because they 1) provide rapid results at low cost, 2) are easy to use, and 3) do
not require any external equipment for operation or readout [120]. However, lat-
eral flow tests typically have lower sensitivity and reproducibility compared to
laboratory-based tests. Additionally, they typically lack multiplexing capabilities
and are often designed to provide yes/no answers rather than quantitation. Nev-
ertheless, lateral flow tests are still the most commonly used platforms for POCT
since other microfluidic platforms are ”too complex” to replace them.

Digital bioassays are among the most promising candidates to adress the lack-
ing sensitivity and multiplexing capabilities of current POCT. Several microfluidic
compartmentalization platforms have been exploiting the advantages of digital
bioassays for point-of-care (PoC) diagnostics. Most of these platforms are men-
tioned earlier in the Chapter 2, including conventional microfluidic channel-based
platforms [121,122], centrifugal microfludics [39] (Lab-on-a-disc), digital microflu-
idics [123], surface energy-based platforms [72,73,124] and linear-motion induced
platforms (SlipChip) [76,77,113].

Following two sections introduce Digital Dipstick and Slip-X-Chip as potential
POCT tools implementing digital bioassay in simple formats.

5.3 Digital Dipstick: A digital colony-forming-unit (CFU)
assay for bacteria detection

Digital Dipsticks provide an effortless way of sample compartmentalization simply
by dipping action, as described in Chapter 3. In Paper III, this format is used to
compartmentalize liquid samples for the detection and the quantification of bac-
teria by using a culture-based colorimetric assay (Fig. 5.1). In each compartment
of the dipstick, molded agarose gel stores the colorimetric reagents for bacteria
detection while assisting the instantaneous and metered sample compartmental-
ization with superhydrophilic microcapillaries. After compartmentalization, the
device is placed in a plastic incubation box and left for incubation at 37 °C. In the
presence of a CFU, the color of compartment(s) changes as a result of bacterial
growth during the incubation. Details of the design, fabrication, and characteri-
zation of the device are provided in Paper III. The device is further demonstrated
for the diagnosis of urinary tract infections (UTIs).
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Figure 5.1: Bacteria detection with Digital Dipstick in three simple steps. Reprinted
from Paper III [82], The Royal Society of Chemistry under the Creative Commons
Attribution License.

Digital Dipsticks for UTI diagnostics

Urinary tract infections are one of the most common infections primary care
physicians encounter [125]. The gold standard for UTI diagnostics is urine cul-
turing [126]. These types of phenotypical tests have long turnaround time (1-3
days) and require a central laboratory environment and trained personnel. How-
ever, UTI diagnostics have not been replaced by rapid and sensitive genotypic
testing for two main reasons: 1) Diagnosis of UTI does not require high sensitiv-
ity, in fact, a low amount of bacteria in urine is not considered as an infection
but putative contamination during sampling. 2) Genotypic tests are relatively
lab-intensive and costly because uncomplicated UTIs rarely lead to serious illness
in a short period of time, which makes these technologies redundant for UTI di-
agnostics. The painful patient experience and a lack of convenient and affordable
tests leads clinicians to empirical treatments based on symptoms, such as an-
tibiotic prescriptions. These prescriptions often cause improper treatments and
delays in recovery [127]. More importantly, unnecessary use of antibiotics fuels
antibiotic resistance, one of the biggest threats for the healthcare [128]. Taking
all into consideration, we proposed Digital Dipsticks as a UTI diagnostic tool
that transforms the bacteria culture (gold standard) into a miniaturized dipstick
format. Digital Dipsticks can be used to detect UTI-causing bacteria at home
settings without special training or skills, and are relatively faster than traditional
microbial culture (8-12h instead of 18-24h) owing to miniaturization benefits.

More than 80% of UTIs are caused by bacteria called Escherichia coli (E.
coli) [125,129]. In Paper III, we used E. coli spiked healthy urine to test Digital
Dipsticks at the clinically relevant bacteria concentration range for UTIs (Fig.5.2).
Bacteria concentration above 103 CFU/ml with symptoms is considered symp-
tomatic bacteriurea while concentration above 105 CFU/ml indicates bacteriurea
regardless of symptoms (symptomatic or asymptomatic) [130]. Digital Dipsticks
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Figure 5.2: Digital dipsticks detect and quantify clinically relevant concentrations
of E. coli in urine. Reprinted from Paper III [82], The Royal Society of Chemistry
under the Creative Commons Attribution License.

tested on clinical patient samples showed 89% of sensitivity on detection of E.
coli (n=28).

In Paper IV, we demonstrate multiplexed detection of three bacteria; Es-
cherichia coli, Klebsiella pneumoniae, and Enterococcus faecalis using Digital
Dipsticks (Figure 5.3) [131], which together cause more than 90% of urinary tract
infections (UTIs) [125, 129]. Multiplexing was achieved by modifying the chro-
mogenic agar with additional colorimetric substrates to improve the color signal.
This time, assay is designed to give pink (red) colour for the E. coli identification
since light blue and dark blue (or purple) colors are used to identify Enterococcus
faecalis, and Klebsiella pneumoniae, respectively.

Additionally, a computer-aided image processing tool for automated identi-
fication and quantification of these bacteria was implemented using MATLAB.
This tool determines the positive hole fraction and identifies bacteria by analyzing
the color change in each hole of the dipstick.
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Figure 5.3: Computer-aided detection and quantification for three of the most
common pathogens with Digital Dipstick: Photographs of dipsticks used on different
bacterial samples with different concentrations (top), calculated Red-Green-Blue
(RGB) (middle) and saturation-hue (bottom-left) values for each hole on these
dipsticks, and analyzed data based on set thresholds (bottom-right). Adapted
from [131], Copyright (2021) CBMS.
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5.4 Slip-X-Chip: A slide-to-operate multi-step digital
bioassays

In Paper V, we introduce the Slip-X-Chip [83] platform, which expands beyond
conventional SlipChip [74] by uniquely allowing sample concentration and liquid
exchange/washing combined in a single sliding motion, retaining the simplicity of
one-step operation without external equipment or skills. This three-plate sliding
platform can be easily adapted to perform complex bioassays requiring multiple
operation steps, such as cell staining or ELISA.

Figure 5.4: Illustration of Slip-X-Chip device operation: a) Sample loading and
concentration, b) liquid exchange or washing, c) sample compartmentalization and
readout.
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Slip-X-Chip operation is illustrated in Figure 5.4. First, the sample is loaded
through an open reservoir where cross-flow can be integrated into the system by
a porous matrix attached to the bottom plate. We illustrated different cross-flow
rates by adjusting the thickness of the porous matrix. Then, sliding takes the
compartments in the middle layer to the next step where cross-flow exchanges
liquids in each compartment, allowing complete liquid exchange while microp-
orous membranes integrated to the bottom of the wells retain the particles in
the middle layer. This operation can be repeated or multiplexed several times to
provide a multi-step assay operation. We demonstrated liquid manipulation with
five different liquids on a single chip. Finally, sliding compartmentalizes samples
inside wells and shifts the middle layer compartments underneath the observation
window where assay incubation, and optical readout, or similar operations can
be performed. Based on the preliminary results in Paper V, we speculate that
the Slip-X-Chip can generate particle concentration gradients to run bead-based
assays or cell screening/viability assays.

5.5 Comparison of sample compartmentalization platforms
for the point-of-care diagnostics

Sample compartmentalization platforms mentioned previously (Chapter 2) have
a wide range of applications in the field of microfluidics. In this section, Digital
Dipstick, Slip-X-Chip, and the compartmentalization methods mentioned earlier
in this chapter are compared in Table 5.1 based on five essential criteria for the
point-of-care (PoC) diagnostics:

1. Ease of use: It describes how easily the device can be operated. Minimum
handling time and no training requirement for the operation is needed for
PoC use.

2. Cost-effectiveness: This includes direct costs such as disposables, car-
tridges, etc., and secondary operational expenses. The complexity of the
device often comes with an increase in costs.

3. Equipment-free operation: It describes if the device requires bulky exter-
nal equipment for operation or readout. A need for external equipment limits
technologies to be transferred to PoC.

4. Scalability & throughput: The size and number of compartments are
important for defining the sensitivity, limit of detection and resolution of
quantification for digital bioassays. Platforms offering scalability in size and
high throughput are more applicable to various applications.

5. Sample preparation capability: Digital bioassays often require sample
preparation or multiple-step assay operations such as mixing, dilution, wash-
ing, reagent addition, metering, and compartmentalization. This criterion
shows the degree of operation complexity that the platform can achieve.
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In summary, Digital Dipstick offers simplicity, an extremely easy way of sam-
ple compartmentalization, and equipment-free operation, which uniquely enables
non-trained operators to run clinically relevant diagnosis of UTIs at the home
settings. This platform can be designed with different numbers and sizes of holes
with preloaded reagents to multiplex the test further for antibiotic susceptibility
testing. Additionally, Slip-X-Chip brings additional operation capabilities, i.e.,
sample concentration and liquid exchange/washing, beyond the SlipChip plat-
form. This allows the linear-motion induced compartmentalization platforms to
operate complex bioassays with a single sliding motion.





Chapter 6

Cell encapsulation for therapy

Cell therapy is a treatment using cells as an implant for repairing/replacing tis-
sues/organs (a.k.a regenerative medicine) or targeted delivery of drugs. Several
strategies have been developed to use cell therapy for treating cancer [132–135],
diabetes [136–140], cardiac disease [141], neurological disorders, including Parkin-
son’s disease [142], Alzheimer’s disease [143], spinal cord injury [144], liver dis-
eases [145], and more. In today’s medical practice, cell therapy research mainly
focuses on stem cell technologies. Creating functional tissues in-vitro and their
implantation into a body is one of the most common approaches in clinical ap-
plications of cell therapy. Moreover, encapsulating functional cells for targeted
therapy, especially for controlled drug delivery, is of particular interest [146,147].
The work presented in this thesis focuses on cell microencapsulation to generate
therapeutic drug factories.

6.1 Cell encapsulation methods

Cell encapsulation is a technology for enveloping living cells in a semipermeable
membrane that allows the exchange of gas, nutrients, and biological substrates
while protecting cells from the immune response of the receiver. Four common
approaches for cell encapsulation are described in this section.

Bulk cell encapsulation

Bulk encapsulation offers a simple way for cell encapsulation by mixing cell sus-
pension with gel precursor followed by gelation in macro-scale containers. This
method is mainly used for in vitro studies [148–150]. However, the macro-scale
nature, lack of control over geometry, and capsule thickness create disadvantages.
Encapsulated cells inside a bulky piece of gel usually show less viability over time
due to limited access to nutrition or oxygen. Therefore, particle sizes smaller
than 0.5 mm are preferred for high viability and functionality of the cells un-
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less bulky gel is vascularized to provide necessary supplies to cells via convective
flow. Limitations in mass transport makes bulk encapsulation unsuitable for cell
therapy.

Micromolding-based cell encapsulation

The micromolding-based cell encapsulation is a miniaturized version of the bulk
encapsulation method, which uses microscale containers for gelation. It allows
synthesis of cell-laden particles with different complex geometries via using photo-
patterning [151,152] or replica molding [153]. Micromolding-based cell encapsula-
tion is mainly used for constructing 3D tissue models [154,155]. To our knowledge,
building shell structures necessary for immune protection has not been reported
with this method which restricts its use for cell therapy applications.

Microfluidic channel-based cell encapsulation

Microfluidic channel-based cell encapsulation is a widely used method to encapsu-
late cells by using droplet microfluidics in microchannels. Cell microencapsulation
in microfluidic channels have several advantages:

1. They provide perfect control of the size and shape of cell-laden particles by
designing the channel size and geometry [156].

2. Unlike bulk or micromolding-based cell encapsulation, this method allows
constructing a core-shell geometries [157,158].

3. High-throughput cell-laden particle synthesis can be achieved [159,160].

4. All-aqueous-phase microfluidic systems provide oil-free particle synthesis, which
improves biocompatibility and avoids potentially cytotoxic or protein dena-
turing process [161].

However, there are two fundamental limitations for this technology to be applied
to synthesize cell-laden particles:

1. High concentrations are necessary for efficient localized cell therapy. Yet, en-
capsulating cells in high concentration is a challenge due to clogging problems
caused by cell aggregation.

2. Cells are exposed to damage due to high shear stress generated during droplet
generation. This reduces the long-term viability of cells, which is undesired
for therapeutic applications.
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Microfiber extrusion-based cell encapsulation

Extrusion is one of the most common ways used for additive manufacturing. The
same concept is also applied to tissue engineering via extruding cell-laden mi-
crofibers to build tissues from thin (100 µm to 1 mm) and long fibers [140,162,163]
(Fig.6.1) . Microfiber extrusion offers a rapid way of cell encapsulation and control
over the geometry of cell-laden fiber. Moreover, the 3D thin structure facilitates
the diffusion of nutrients, gas, and biological waste, which is necessary for long-
term cell viability. Although fibers are relatively easy to handle compared to small
beads or particles, hydrogel-based microfibers lose their mechanical strength over
time due to swelling or degrading. This issue can be solved by building hydrogel
fibers over a mechanically stable synthetic thread [164]. All of these advantages
make this method very attractive for cell encapsulation. However, integrating
semipermeable membranes other than hydrogel-based shells is still necessary to
protect cells from immune response and avoid degradation which results in cell
protrusion.

Figure 6.1: Formation of metre-long cell-laden microfibers via extrusion. Reprinted
with the permission from [140], Springer Nature
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6.2 Applications from the thesis

High density cell encapsulation with FLUID3EAMS

Here, we propose to use FLUID3EAMS (introduced in in Chapter 3) for high
density cell encapsulation for the cell therapy applications.

Unlike microfluidic channel-based compartmentalization techniques, the scaffold-
assisted FLUID3EAMS process works under low shear, which is essential for keep-
ing cells viable and allows handling fluids with high cell density without clogging.
Straightforward parallelization of the process provides high-throughput particle
synthesis. Particle size and geometry can be controlled by controlling the pe-
riodicity of the scaffold and surface energy between solid-liquid or liquid-liquid
interfaces. All of these properties make FLUID3EAMS a suitable method for
facile high-density cell-laden particle synthesis.

By using FLUID3EAMS, we encapsulated human induced pluripotent stem
(iPS)-derived neuroepithelial stem cells (NES cells) (Fig.6.2.a) with a density of
3.6 × 107±0.7 × 107 cells/ml (n = 5), glioma cells (U87 cells) (Fig.6.2.b) with a
density of 7.5 × 107± 1.9 × 107 cells/ml (n = 5) and yeast cells(Fig.6.2.c) with a
density of 8.2 × 108 cells/ml (s.d. ±11%, n = 6) [80]. We used sodium alginate
as encapsulation material for NES and U87 cells and PEG diacrylate as a core
and off-stochiometric thiol-ene (OSTE) as a semipermeable shell for yeast cell
encapsulations. Confocal microscopy analysis for the cell viability indicated 86
± 3% (n = 5) survival rate for NES cells and 80.3 ± 0.8% (n = 5) for U87 cells.
Details of materials and methods used in this study can be found in Paper I.

Wrapped in silk: Cell encapsulation with spider silk packaging

Spider silk membranes combine a unique mechanical, biological, and chemical
properties, which makes them particularly interesting for cell encapsulation. Al-
though they are extremely thin (usually less than a few microns), spider silk
membranes exhibit superior mechanical strength, and elasticity [165]. Addition-
ally, they are protein permeable, biocompatible and their surface structure can
be designed for cell attachment and proliferation, supporting cell growth [166].

In Paper VII, we propose using ∼1 µm-thick spider silk membrane as a shell
material for cell encapsulation by using ravioli-like enveloping (6.3a) or candy
wrapping (6.3b) techniques. We first encapsulated high-density human embryonic
kidney (HEK) cells in sodium alginate filament and sliced them into small pieces
by using the ”Solidify & Cut” method as illustrated in Figure 3.5 and described
in Chapter 3. Then, we used the candy wrapping technique illustrated in Figure
6.3b to package cell-laden filament. This encapsulation process is called as ”Cut &
Wrap”. Finally, we cultured the silk-wrapped cell-laden filament for seven days.
The microscope image reveals that cells protruded from the cell-laden filament
and have grown on the inner surface of the spider silk membrane (Fig.6.3c).
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Figure 6.2: High density cell encapsulation of NES (a), U87 (b), and yeast (c) cells
with FLUID3EAMS. Reprinted with the permission from Paper I [80], Copyright
(2021) Springer Nature.
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Figure 6.3: Spider silk wrapping of sodium alginate gels for cell encapsulation. (a)
Illustration of ravioli-like enveloping (left) and image of alginate filament enveloped
in silk membrane. (b) Illustration of candy wrapping (left) and image of alginate
filament candy wrapped in silk membrane alginate particle. (c) Microscopy image
of cell-laden capsule after seven days of incubation. Adapted from Paper VI.
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6.3 Comparison of cell encapsulation methods

There are five essential criteria for therapeutic cell encapsulation:

1. Selective permeability: The porosity of the capsule should allow the rapid
diffusion of nutrients, gas, metabolic waste, and therapeutic molecules for
long-term cell viability and effective therapy. At the same time, the capsule
should protect cells from the immune system and avoid protrusion of encap-
sulated cells, which, otherwise can trigger immune response. A core-shell
structure with different materials allows better selectivity of permeability.

2. Mechanical strength: The capsule needs to be mechanically stable after
implantation for keeping cells at the target therapy site. Swelling or degra-
dation of capsules should be avoided.

3. High cell density: The confine packaging of high-density cells is essential
for effective and efficient locally targeted cell therapy. High density of cells
offer high yield in drug delivery while confine packaging is necessary to ensure
that all cells can access to nutrients, gas, and other molecules by diffusion.

4. Biocompatibilty: Capsule materials needs to be biocompatible in order
not to cause an unexpected immune response. Moreover, the encapsulation
method must be compatible with the specific cell line to achieve long-term cell
viability. For example, oil used for droplet generation can cause cytotoxicity
or protein denaturation which affects the cell viability.

5. Facile Synthesis: Rapid and easy way of cell-laden capsule synthesis is
crucial for translating method to clinical practice.

Taking these criteria into consideration, the two new techniques presented in
this thesis are compared to four other, commonly used, techniques in Table 6.1.
It should be noted that, the statements in the comparison table are hypothetical,
with support in fabrication and preliminary experiments presented in Paper I and
Paper VI, but actual functions have not yet been tested thoroughly.

In summary, the FLUID3EAMS process encompasses all advantages of microfluidic-
channel-based systems for selective permeability and mechanical strength by con-
trolling the size and geometry of particles, including core-shell geometries and
straightforward parallelization for facile particle synthesis. In addition, it allows
the handling of fluids with high cell densities. Moreover, we speculate that it is
more biocompatible than microfluidic-based solutions since the FLUID3EAMS
process works under low shear stress. On the other hand, the ”Cut & Wrap”
strategy provides superior selective permeability, mechanical strength, and bio-
compatibility thanks to the properties of ultra-thin spider silk membrane. Its
fully mechanical ”Solidify & Cut” compartmentalization avoids any potentially
toxic chemicals from the encapsulation process, making it biocompatible as bulk
encapsulation techniques. However, manual wrapping is the current bottleneck of
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this process which does not allow facile particle synthesis. Therefore, a smart way
of handling the wrapping process can make this method superior to the others
for therapeutic cell encapsulation.

Table 6.1: Comparison of cell encapsulation methods.

Method
Selective

permeability
Mechanical
strength

High
cell density

Biocompatibility
Facile

synthesis

Bulk encapsulation

Micromolding

Microfluidic-based

Microfiber extrusion

FLUID3EAMS

Cut & Wrap



Chapter 7

Summary and Outlook

This thesis made several contributions in microfluidic compartmentalization, point-
of-care diagnostics of urinary tract infections, cell microencapsulation, and mag-
netic metamaterials, as listed below.

1) A method for spontaneous self-digitization of fluids in a 3D-periodic
lattice is demonstrated for the first time (Paper I). We named this
method as ”FLUID3EAMS”, which allows a rapid and parallel synthesis of
3D periodic structures with three specific constituent geometries. We stud-
ied this method both analytically, experimentally, and through simulations.
To demonstrate the potential impact of our findings, we realized four exam-
ples of structures exclusively enabled by FLUID3EAMS for widely varying
applications: 1) Stable and stationary emulsions, 2) unique soft matter com-
posites, 3) well-controlled 3D droplet interface bilayer (DIB) networks, and
4) high-density cell microencapsulation.

2) A dipstick format digital bioassay is developed to detect and quan-
tify bacteria directly from urine with minimum handling time and
effort (Paper III). We named this method as ”Digital Dipstick”, which
enables a non-trained operator to detect urinary tract infections (UTIs) at
the point-of-care. We showed the clinical relevance of Digital Dipstick on 28
clinical urine samples. We further developed this format to detect three of
the most common bacteria causing UTIs in a multiplexed fashion (Paper IV).
Additionally, we introduced a computer-aided image processing tool for the
identification and quantification of these three bacteria.

Apart from its academic contributions, this project led to an international
patent application and the establishment of a start-up company, UTI-lizer,
that aims to develop this technology further to provide cost-effective and
clinically relevant UTI diagnostic tests and services.
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3) A new sliding microfluidic platform is demonstrated, which is ca-
pable of sample compartmentalization, reagent addition, mixing,
aliquoting, sample concentration and liquid exchange/washing with
a simple linear mechanical motion (Paper V). Our preliminary results
show that the technology can be used as a sample preparation device for cell
or bead-based assays. Moreover, we currently have a provisional patent appli-
cation for this platform. However, further developments and demonstrations
are required to prove its potential value in different applications.

4) A material and new concept called rotation induced paramagnetism
are demonstrated (Paper VII). We studied this concept both experi-
mentally, and through simulation. We realized these materials as polymer
composites by forming 2-dimensional droplet arrays with a magnetic dipole
component in each. Demonstrated composites have the Curie temperature as
the melting temperature of droplets, allowing magnetization and demagneti-
zation of these materials without degaussing.

5) Two new methods to encapsulate high density cells are introduced
(Paper I and VI). In Paper I, we demonstrated cell encapsulation with
concentration at least one order of magnitude higher than current monodis-
perse cell encapsulation methods with high survival rates (>80%) by using
FLUID3EAMS process. Preliminary results show a promising potential of
its use as a cell encapsulation method. However, the long-term cell viabil-
ity and biocompatibility of this process should be further investigated. In
Paper VI, we presented a new chemical-free mechanical microencapsulation
method with spider silk membrane packaging, which allows ultra-thin con-
fined shell structure for superior selective permeability, mechanical strength,
and biocompatibility. We demonstrated the long term cell viability in silk
packages over a week of culturing. However, it is a manual process that needs
to be automatized to allow rapid cell-laden capsule synthesis for cell therapy
applications.

In conclusion, this thesis proposes four novel microfluidic compartmentaliza-
tion methods and explores their applications in smart material synthesis, medical
diagnostics, and cell therapy. These applications form a basis for future devel-
opments within their areas, and these four methods can further be exploited for
different applications of microfluidics.
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